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Collection History:
The Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network (GLSTN) was formed in 1990 to work with educators, policy makers, community leaders, and students to address homophobic and heterosexist behavior and bias in schools. The organization changed its name to the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Education Network (GLSEN) in 1997 and continues to aim to protect students from bullying and harassment, to advance comprehensive safe schools laws and policies, to empower principles to make their schools safer, and to build the skills of educators to teach respect for all people.

The Chicago chapter of GLSTN was founded in 1994 and focused on community organizing, advocacy, and in-school programming. The chapter later renamed itself to Creating Safe Schools for Illinois and then in 2007, merged with the Coalition for Education on Sexual Orientation (CESO) to found the Illinois Safe Schools Alliance (the Alliance).

Custodial History:
Materials appear to have partially or entirely collected by Matthew Stuczynski, one of the co-founders of the Chicago chapter.

Scope and Content:
The collection consists of printed ephemera, photographs, correspondence, and reports from both GLSTN and GLSEN.

Arrangement:
Materials are arranged by topic.
Series:
1 8x6 and 8x10 Photographs of GLSTN Save Our Schools/Save Our Students Campaign Tabling at HRC OutVote ‘96 Political Convention | 1996
2 4x6 Photographs of Miscellaneous Events | 1996 – 1997
3 GLSEN Nomination to the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of Fame – Applications, Chapter History, News Clippings, and Miscellaneous | 1998 – 2000
5 GLSEN Chapter Application Packet | Undated
6 GLSTN Chicago Chapter Articles of Incorporation | 1996
7 GLSTN/GLSEN Pamphlet, Fliers, Chapter Timeline, Press Releases, Handouts, and Miscellaneous | 1994 – 2002
8 Membership Directories | 1997 – 1999
9 Steering Committee (Board of Directors) | 1997 – 1999
10 Grant Applications | 1997 – 2000
11 Expense Reports, Tax Information, and Miscellaneous Financial Documents | 1995 – 2000
12 Correspondence | 1994 – 2000
13 Requests for LGBT Research | Undated
14 GLSTN/GLSEN Scholarship – Fliers and Correspondence | 1997 – 2003
15 Programs for Conferences and Training Materials on LGBT Youth | 1994 – 2000
16 “2nd Annual Midwest Regional Conference on Ending Homophobia in the Schools” Packet | 1996
19 “Impacting Your Community’s School Board” GLSTN National Conference Presentation | 1997
20 It’s Elementary Film – Flier, Poster, and GLSTN Introductory Speech | 1997
21 Out of the Past Film Screening | 1998
22 GLSTN Chicago Prom | 1996 – 1997
23 Meeting Agendas, Fliers, and Calendars | 1994 – 2000
24 Miscellaneous Event and Meeting Fliers | 1995 – 2002
25 “Homophobia 101” Packet | Undated
26 National Lesbian and Gay History Month Packet | 1995
27 Mailing List Labels | Undated
28 Business Cards and Miscellaneous Addresses | Undated
29 GLSTN/GLSEN National Press Releases, Reports, and Miscellaneous Documents | 1995 – 2000
30 GLSTN/GLSEN National Newsletters | 1994 – 1997
31 GLAAD Awards and Media Messaging Guides and Worksheets | 1999
32 News Clippings on GLSTN/GLSEN and LGBT Youth/Education | 1994 – 2000
33 Articles and Presentations on Miscellaneous LGBT Issues | 1994 – Undated
34 Articles and Fliers on GLSTN Sent to Leslie Anna Ramyk of WPWR-TV Channel 50 [Largely Duplicated Elsewhere in Collection] | 1996
35 Folder Labeled “Archives” - The Color Triangle and the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of Fame Nomination Form | 1999
36 Miscellaneous Chicago and National Organizations – Pamphlets, Correspondence, and Miscellaneous | 1995 – 1999
37 Miscellaneous Documents | Undated
Container List:

0. Finding Aid
1. 8x6 and 8x10 Photographs of GLSTN Save Our Schools/Save Our Students Campaign Tabling at HRC OutVote ‘96 Political Convention, 1996
2. 4x6 Photographs of Miscellaneous Events, 1996 – 1997
3. GLSEN Nomination to the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of Fame – Applications, Chapter History, News Clippings, and Miscellaneous, 1998 – 2000
5. GLSEN Chapter Application Packet, Undated
6. GLSTN Chicago Chapter Articles of Incorporation, 1996
9. Steering Committee (Board of Directors) – 1997 – 1999
   1. By-Laws, Member Agreement, Meeting Minutes, and Director Contact Information, 1997 – 1999
   2. Officer Election Statements and Ballots, 1997
12. Correspondence, 1994 – 2000
13. Requests for LGBT Research, Undated
14. GLSTN/GLSEN Scholarship – Fliers and Correspondence, 1997 – 2003
20. It’s Elementary Film – Flier, Poster, and GLSTN Introductory Speech, 1997
21. Out of the Past Film Screening, 1998
   1. 1996
   2. 1997
25. “Homophobia 101” Packet, Undated
27. Mailing List Labels, Undated
28. Business Cards and Miscellaneous Addresses, Undated
31. GLAAD Awards and Media Messaging Guides and Worksheets, 1999
33. Articles and Presentations on Miscellaneous LGBT Issues, 1994 – Undated
34. Articles and Fliers on GLSTN Sent to Leslie Anna Ramyk of WPWR-TV Channel 50
   [Largely Duplicated Elsewhere in Collection], 1996
35. Folder Labeled “Archives” - The Color Triangle and the Chicago Gay and Lesbian Hall of Fame Nomination Form, 1999
36. Miscellaneous Chicago and National Organizations – Pamphlets, Correspondence, and Miscellaneous, 1995 – 1999
37. Miscellaneous Documents, Undated

Separations:
CPNA Network News
   September 1998
En La Vida
   Number 48, June 2000
Gab
   April 12 – 18, 2000
Gerber/Hart Library Newsletter
   March/April 2000
GLSEN Chicago Newsletter
   October 1997
   November 1997
   February 1998
   March 1998
   April 1998
   May 1998
   June 1998
   August 1998
   September 1998
   October 1998
   November 1998
   January 1999
   February 1999
   March 1999
   April 1999
   May 1999
   June 1999
   September 1999
   October 1999
   November 1999
   December 1999
   January 2000
   February 2000
   March 2000
April 2000
May 2000
June 2000
September 2000
November 2000
December 2000
February 2001
May 2001
October 2001, 3 copies
November 2001, 3 copies
December 2001
January 2002
February 2002, 2 copies
March 2002
April 2002, 2 copies
May 2002
June 2002
Fall 2002
Winter 2002
Spring 2003
Spring 2004

GLSTN Newsletter
March 1995
April 1995
May 1995
June 1995, 2 copies
September 1995
October 1995
November 1995
February 1996
[April?] 1996
May 1996
August 1996
September 1996
October 1996
November 1996
January 1997
February 1997
March 1997
April 1997
May 1997

Nightlines
Number 357, January 22, 1997, 2 copies
Number 375, May 28, 1997, 2 copies

Outlines